
YEAR 4 
ONLINE LEARNING
Week commencing 20th April, 2020



Hello Year 4!

I hope you all had a lovely Easter despite the current circumstances and that you managed to 
get outside in the warm sunshine! Hopefully, the Easter bunny brought you some chocolate 
too.

Remember to keep trying with your learning even though it might feel strange to be to doing 
it at home. Did I mention memorising your times- tables so you know them forwards, 
backwards and upside down?

I hope you’ve been able to do some fun things too as well as getting some exercise. I miss you 
all lots!

Miss Hughes



SPELLING

• Remember to practice your spellings in a range of ways. You might use rainbow words, 
pyramid spellings, look, cover, spell, check and spelling shed!

• Do you know what all of the words mean? 

• Can you find them in a dictionary (not on google please ;-) )

• Can you use them in a sentence?







PUNCTUATION

Write the sentences on the next page as neatly as you can in your book. Remember to add 
the correct punctuation.

How is your letter joining coming on?





MATHS

• Use a calculator or ask a grown up to check your answers – when you have answered the 
questions!









SCIENCE

This next piece of work was meant to be done in the classroom but you can do it at home. 
Instead of asking people on your table about their teeth, phone some friends or family 
members and ask them about theirs! Then complete the table and questions.









GEOGRAPHY

• You will need an atlas for this work or you can look at a world map on line!







DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY

• I hope you have some fun with this task! Take a photograph of your finished marble run and 
email it to school so we can upload onto the website and Facebook page!







DT AND GEOGRAPHY

• You’ve already learned about different types of bridges in class. Let’s see if you can find out 
something new!






















